
Where to start 

Beginners 

Drop in to a Beginners session – There is equipment, coaching and a fun, welcoming atmosphere. 

Times:   Monday 3-5 & Wednesday 1:30-3.   Check the Schedule for other opportunities to play. 

Cost:    $3 per session.  Try it once without being a SSAC member.   To continue playing, there is a $25 annual 

fee to join the Centre. 

Any questions – contact Serge - ssplanidin@eastlink.ca - 604-885-4750 

 

Have been assessed or rated elsewhere 

We recognize assessments from other organizations or tournaments, but reserve the right to reassess if the 

rating does not fit well within our own Level play system. 

There is also Social Play on Fridays 5-7 and most Sundays 5-7.   Check the monthly schedule on the website for 

times and possible changes to the schedule.    

You are welcome to drop-in to Social Play, but please contact us before attending a Level Play session.    Call 

or email David - magicalmarsh@gmail.com - 604-740-8385 

Cost:    $3 per session.  Try it once without being a SSAC member.   To continue playing, there is a $25 annual 

fee to join the Centre. 

 

Have played elsewhere, but have not been rated 

Come out to a Beginners session - see the facility, meet some nice people and let the coach know that you 

may want to be assessed for a higher level.     

Our assessment process is ongoing and very fair.      

If you have been playing a long time at a high level and want to discuss this further, contact David - 

magicalmarsh@gmail.com - 604-740-8385 

You are welcome to drop-in to Social Play on Fridays 5-7 and most Sundays 5-7.   Check the monthly schedule 

for times and possible changes to the schedule. 

Cost:    $3 per session.  Try it once without being a SSAC member.   To continue playing, there is a $25 annual 

fee to join the Centre. 
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